1.
To the discussion of the conditions of the dynamical stability of a body the principle of vis viva readily lends itself. That principle*, when translated into a language which the labours of M . P o n c e l e t have made familiar to the uses of prac tical science, may be stated as follows:-
DYNAMICAL STABILITY.
" When, being acted upon by given forces, a body or system of bodies has been moved from a state of rest, the difference between the aggregate of those forces whose tendencies are in the directions in which their points of application have been moved, and that of the forces whose tendencies are in the opposite direction, is equal to one-half the vis viva of the system." Thus, if be taken to represent the aggregate work of the forces by which a body has been displaced from a position in which it was at rest, and 2 w2 the aggregate work (during this displacement) of the other forces applied to i t ; and if the terms which compose 2 tq and 2 z/2 be understood to be taken positively or negatively, ac cording as the tendencies of the corresponding forces are in the directions in which their points of application have been made to move or in the opposite directions; then representing the aggregate vis viva of the body by -9
( 1.)
Now 2w2 representing the aggregate work of those forces which acted upon the body in the position from which it has been moved, may be supposed to be known; may therefore be determined in terms of the vis viva, or conversely. 2. In the extreme position into which the body is made to oscillate and from which it begins to return, it, for an instant, rests. In this position, therefore, its vis viva disappears, and we have This equation, in which 2zq and ^u2 are functions of the impressed forces and of the inclination, determines the extreme position into which the body is made to roll by the action of given disturbing forces; or, conversely, it determines the forces by which it may be made to roll into a given extreme position.
3. The position in which it will finally rest is determined by the maximum value of 2 z /1+ 2 m2 in equation 1; for, by a well-known property, the vis viva of a system* attains a maximum value when it passes through a position of stable, and a mini mum, when it passes through a position of unstable equilibrium. The extreme posi tion into which the body oscillates is therefore essentially different from that in which it will finally rest.
4. Different bodies, requiring different amounts of work to be done upon them to bring them to the same given inclination, that is (relatively to that inclination) the most stable, which requires the greatest amount of work to be so done upon it, or in respect to which is the greatest. If, instead of all being brought to the same given inclination, each is brought into a position of unstable equilibrium, the corre sponding value of 2 iq represents the amount of work which must be done upon it to overthrow it, and may be considered to measure its , as the former value measures its relative dynamical stability*. The absolute dynamical stability of a body thus measured I propose to represent by the symbol U, and its relative dyna mical stability, as to the inclination 0, by U (0). The measure of the absolute dynamical stability of a body is the maximum value of its relative stability, or U the maximum of U (0); for whilst the body is made to incline from its position of stable equilibrium, it continually tends to return to it until it passes through a position of unstable equilibrium, when it tends to recede from it; the aggregate amount of work necessary to produce this inclination must therefore continually increase until it passes through that position and afterwards diminish.
5 . The work opposed by the weight of a body to any change in its position is measured by the product of the vertical elevation of its centre of gravity by its* weight'}-. Representing therefore by W the weight of the body, and by AH the ver tical displacement of its centre of gravity when it is made to incline through an angle 6, and observing that the displacement of this point is in a direction opposite to that in which the force applied to it acts, we have W .AH, and by equa If therefore no other force than its weight be opposed to a body's being overthrown, its absolute dynamical stability, when resting on a rigid surface, is measured by the product of its weight by the height through which its centre of gravity must be raised to bring it from a stable into an unstable position of equilibrium. 6 . The Dynamical Stability of Floating Bodies.-The action of gusts of wind upon a ship or of blows of the sea being measured in their effects upon it by their work, that vessel is the most stable under the influence of these, or will roll and pitch the least (other things being the same), which requires the greatest amount of work to be done upon it to bring it to a given inclination; or, in respect to which the re lative dynamical stability U (0) is the greatest for a given value of 0. In another sense, that ship may be said to be the most stable which would require the greatest amount of work to be done upon it to bring it into a position from which it would not again right itself, or whose absolute dynamical stability U is the greatest. Subject to the one condition, the ship will roll the least, and subject to the other, it will be the least likely to roll over.
Thus the theory of dynamical stability involves a question of naval construction, and it is principally with reference to this question that I have entered on the discus sion of it.
THE DYNAMICAL STABILITY OF SHIPS.

7.
Let a body be conceived to float, acted upon by no other forces than its weight W, and the upward pressure of the water (equal to its weight); which forces may be conceived to be applied respectively to the centre of gravity of the body and to the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid ; and let it be supposed to be subjected to the action of a third force whose direction is parallel to the surface of the fluid. Let AHj represent the vertical displacement of the centre of gravity of the body thereby pro duced and AH2 that of the centre of gravity of its immersed part. Let moreover the volume of the immersed part be conceived to remain unaltered ^ whilst the body is in the act of displacement. If each centre of gravity be assumed to ascend, the work of the weight of the body will be represented by -W .AHla and that of the upward pressure of the fluid by + W. AH2, the negative sign being taken in the former case, because the force acts in a direction opposite to that in which the point of application is moved, and the positive sign in the latter, because it acts in the same direction, so that the aggregate work 2 w2 (see equation l.) of the forces which constituted the equilibrium of the body in the state from which it has been disturbed is represented by -W .A I I j+ W .A H ,.
If the centre of gravity of the body or of the displaced fluid descends (a property which will be found to characterize a large class of vessels), AHj in the one case, and AII2 in the other, must be taken with the negative sign, since the weight of the body will be applied in the same direction, and the pressure of the fluid in an opposite direction to that in which their respective points of application are moved. More over, the system put in motion includes, with the floating body, the particles of the fluid displaced by it as it changes its position, so that if the weight of any element of the floating body be represented by w1} and of the fluid be vx and v2, the whole vis viva is represented by * When a floating body is so made to incline from any one position into any other as that the volume of fluid displaced by it may in the one position be equal to that in the other, its centre of gravity is also vertically displaced; for if this be not the case, the perpendicular distance of the centre of gravity of the body from its plane of flotation must remain unchanged, and the form of that portion of its surface, which is subject to im mersion, must be determined geometrically by this condition; but by the supposition the form of the body is undetermined. It is remarkable what currency has been given to the error, that whilst a vessel is rolling or pitching its centre of gravity remains at rest. I should not otherwise have thought this note necessary, t It will be shown that this supposition is only approximately true.
or if the inertia of the displaced fluid be neglected, Whence it follows that the work necessary to incline a floating body through a given angle is equal to that necessary to raise it bodily through a height equal to the difference of the vertical displacements of its centre of gravity and of that of its im mersed p a r t , so that other things being the s a , that s of whose weight by this difference is the greatest.
In the case in which the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid descends, the of the displacements is to be taken instead of the difference.
8 . This conclusion is nevertheless in error in the following respects:-1st. It supposes that throughout the motion the weight of the displaced fluid re mains equal to that of the floating body, which equality cannot accurately have been preserved by reason of the inertia of the body and of the displaced fluid*.
From this cause there cannot but result small vertical oscillations of the body about those positions which, whilst it is in the act of inclining, correspond to this equality, which oscillations are independent of its principal oscillation.
2ndly. It involves the hypothesis of absolute rigidity in the floating body, so that the motion of every part and its vis viva may cease at once lation terminates. The frame of a ship and its masts are however elastic, and by reason of this elasticity there cannot but result oscillations, which are independent of, and may not synchronize with, the principal oscillation of the ship as she roils, so that the vis viva of every part cannot be assumed to cease and determine at one and the same instant, as it has been supposed to do.
3rdly. No account has been taken of the work expended in communicating motion to the displaced fluid, measured by half its vis viva and represented by the term 2 w 2v2 in equation 5.
9. From a careful consideration of these causes of error, I was led to conclude that they would not affect that practical application of the formula which I had principally in view in investigating it, especially as in certain respects they tended to neutralize one another. The question appeared however of sufficient importance to be subjected to the test of experiment, and on my application, the Lords Com missioners of the Admiralty were pleased to direct that such experiments should be made in Her Majesty's Dockyard at Portsmouth, and Mr. F in c h a m , the eminent Master Shipwright of that dockyard, and Mr. R a w s o n were kind enough to under take them.
The details of these experiments accompany my paper ; they extend beyond the ob ject originally contemplated by m e; and whether regard be had to the practical im portance of the question under discussion, the great care and labour bestowed upon them, or the many expedients by which these gentlemen have succeeded in giving to them a degree of accuracy hitherto, I believe, unknown in experiments of this kind, they claim to rank as authentic and valuable contributions to the science of naval construction.
10.
That it might be determined experimentally whether the work which must be done upon a floating body to incline it through a given angle be that represented by equation 6, it was necessary to do upon such a body an amount of work which could be measured; and it was further necessary to ascertain what were the elevations of the centres of gravity of the body and of its immersed part thus produced, and then to see whether the amonnt of work done upon the body equaled the difference of these elevations multiplied by its weight.
To effect this, I proposed that a vessel should be constructed of a simple geome trical form, such that the place of the centre of gravity of its immersed part might readily be determined in every position into which it might be inclined, that of its plane of flotation being supposed to be know n; and that a mast should be fixed to it, and a long yard to this mast, and that when the body floated in a vertical position a weight suspended from one extremity of the yard should suddenly be allowed to act upon it causing it to roll over; that the position into which it thus rolled should be ascer tained, together with the corresponding elevations of its centre of gravity and the centre of gravity of its immersed part, and the vertical descent of the weight suspended from the extremity of its arm. The product of this vertical descent by the weight suspended from the arm ought then, by the formula, to be found nearly equal to the difference of the elevations of the two centres of gravity multiplied by the weight of the body; and this was the test to which I proposed that the formula should be subjected, having in view its adoption by practical men as a principle of naval construction.
To give to the deflecting weight that instantaneous action on the extremity of the arm which was necessary to the accuracy of the experiment, a string was in the first place to be affixed to it and attached to a point vertically above, in the ceiling. When the deflecting weight was first applied this string would sustain its pressure, but this might be thrown at once upon the extremity of the arm by cutting it. A transverse section of the vessel, with its mast and arm, was to be plotted on a large scale on a board, and the extreme position into which the vessel rolled being by some means observed, the water-line corresponding to this position was to be drawn. The posi tion of the yard, in respect to the surface of the water in that position, would then be known, and the vertical descent of the deflecting weight could be measured, and also the vertical ascent of the centre of gravity of the immersed part or displacement.
To determine the position of the centre of gravity of the vessel, it was to be allowed to rest in an inclined position under the action of the deflecting weight; and the water line corresponding to this position being drawn on the board, the corresponding posi tion of the deflecting weight and of the centre of gravity of the immersion were thence to be determined. The determination of the position of the vertical passing through the centre of gravity of the body would thus become an elementary question of statics; and the intersection of this line, with that about which the section was symmetrical, would mark the position of the centre of gravity, This determination might be veri fied by a second similar experiment with a different deflecting weight.
These suggestions have received a great development at the hands of Mr. R a w s o n , and he has adopted many new and ingenious expedients in carrying them out. Among these, that by which the position of the water-line was determined in the ex treme position into which the vessel rolls, appears to me specially worthy of observa tion. A strip of wood was fastened at right angles to that extremity of the yard to which the deflecting weight was attached, of sufficient length to dip into the water when the vessel rolled, on this slip of wood, and also on the side of the vessel nearest to it, a strip of glazed paper was fixed. The highest points at which these strips of paper were wetted in the rolling of the vessel, were obviously points in the water line in its extreme position, and being plotted upon the board, a line drawn through them determined that position with a degree of accuracy which left nothing to be desired.
11.
Two forms of vessels were used (see Plate X LVII. figs. 1 and 2) ; one of them had a triangular and the other a semicircular section. The following In the experiments with the smaller triangular model the differences between the * The inclinations are calculated by the formula (9.).
results and those given by the formula are much greater than in the experiments with the heavier cylindrical vessel. In explanation of this difference., it will be observed,that the conditions of the experiment with the cylindrical model more nearly approach to those which are assumed in the formula than those with the other; the disturbance of the water in the change of the position of the former being less, and therefore the work expended upon the inertia of the water, of which the formula takes no account, less in the one case than the other; and, s e c o n d l y, that the weight of the model being inertia bears a less proportion to the amount of work required for inclining it than in the other case.
The effect of this inertia adding itself to the buoyancy of the fluid, cannot but be to lift the vessel out of the water and to cause the displacement to be less at the ter mination of each rolling oscillation than at its commencement*. This variation in volume of the displacement was apparent in all the experiments. Its amount was measured and is recorded in the last column of the Table; its tendency is to produce in the body vertical oscillations, which are so far independent of its rolling motion that they will not probably synchronize with it. The body displacing, when rolling, less fluid than it would at rest, the effect of the weight used in the experiments to in cline it is thereby increased, and thus is explained the fact (apparent in the eighth and ninth columns of the Table) that the inclination by experiment is somewhat greater than the formula would make it.
12.
The dynamical stability of a vessel whose athwart sections (where they are subject to immersion and emersion) are c i r c, having t axis.
Let EDF, Plate XLVIII. fig. 3 or 4, be an athwart section of such a vessel, the parts of whose periphery ES and FR, subject to immersion and emersion, are parts of the same circular arc ETF, whose centre is C. Let represent the projection of the centre of gravity of the vessel on this section, and G2 that of the centre of gravity of the space whose section is SDRT, supposing it filled with water. This space lies wholly within the vessel in fig. 3 and without it in fig. 4 . Let /q = C G l5 ^2-GG2. W j= weight of vessel. W 2=weight of water occupying, or which would occupy, the space whose section is STRD. & = th e inclination from the vertical. Since in the act of the inclination of the vessel the whole volume of the displaced fluid remains constant, and also that volume of which STRD is the section^, it fol lows that the volume of that portion of which the circular area PSRQ is the section JlNUlp.616 Fig. 10. remains also constant, and that the water-line PQ, which is the chord of that area, remains at the same distance from C, so that the point C neither ascends nor de scends. Now the forces which constituted the equilibrium of the vessel in its vertical position were its weight and that of the fluid it displaced. Since the point C is not vertically displaced, the work of the former force, as the body inclines through the angle 0, is represented by -Wj/q vers 0. The work of the latter is equal to that of the upward pressure of the water which would occupy the space of which the circular area PTQ is the section i n c r e a s e d, in the case represented in fig. 3 , by that of the wa which would occupy S T R D ; and diminished by it in the case represented in fig. 4 .
But since the space, of which the circular area PTQ is the section, remains similar and equal to itself, its centre of gravity remains always at the same distance from the centre C, and therefore neither ascends nor descends. Whence it follows that the work of the water which would occupy this space is zero; so that the work of the whole displaced fluid is equal to that of the of it which occupies the space STRD, taken in the case represented in fig. 3 with the positive, and in that represented in fig. 4 with the negative sign. It is represented therefore generally by the formula + W 2^2 vers 0. On the whole, therefore, the work 2w2 (see Art. 1.) of those forces, which in the vertical position of the body constituted its equilibrium, is represented by the formula 2 u2= -vers ^+ W 2/<2 vers 0.
Representing therefore the dynamical stability by U(0), we have by equation ( in which expression the sign + is to be taken according as the circular area ATB lies wholly within the area ADB, as in fig. 3 , or partly without it, as in fig. 4 . Other things being the same, the latter is therefore a more stable form than the former. 13. The work of the upward pressure of the water upon the vessel represented in fig. 4 being a negative quantity, -W 2/*2 vers 0, it follows that the point of application of the pressure must be moved in a direction opposite to that in which the pressure a c ts; but the pressure acts upwards, therefore its point of application, e. the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid, d e s c e n d s .This property may be con stinguish mechanically the class of vessels whose type is fig. 3 , from that class whose type is fig. 4 ; as the property of including wholly or only partly, within the area of any of their athwart sections, the corresponding circular area ETF, distinguishes them geometrically.
14. To obtain from the formula 7 an expression adapted to the experiments with the circular model, Plate XLVII. fig which is the formula used in calculating the eighth column of the Table, p. 615.
15.
The dynamical stability of a vessel of any given form subjected to a rolling or pitching motion.
Conceive the vessel, after having completed an oscillation in any given direction, -being then about to return towards its vertical position-to be for an instant at rest, and let RS ( fig. 5 ) represent the intersection of its plane of flotation , and PQ of its flotation when in its vertical position, with a section CAD of the vessel per pendicular to the mutual intersection O of these planes. The section CAD will then be a vertical section of the vessel.
Let G be the projection upon it of the vessel's centre of gravity when in its vertical position.
H, that of the centre of gravity of the fluid displaced by the vessel in the vertical position. g, that of the fluid displaced by the portion of the vessel of which QOS is a sec tion. h, that of the fluid which would be displaced by the portion, of which POR is a section, if it were immersed. GM, HN, g m, h n, KL perpendiculars upon the plane RS. W =w eight of vessel or of displaced fluid. Suppose the water actually displaced by the vessel to be, on the contrary, contained by i t ; and conceive that which occupies the space QOS to pass into the space POR, the whole becoming solid. Let AH 3 represent the corresponding elevation of the centre of gravity of the whole contained fluid. Then will AH2-j-AH3 represent the total elevation of the centre of gravity of this fluid as it passes from the position it occupied when the vessel was vertical into the position PAQ. But this elevation is obviously the same as though the fluid had assumed the solid state in the vertical position of the body, and the latter had revolved with it, in that state, into its present position. It is therefore represented by KH-NH#; /. AH2+ A H 3= K H -N H and AH3= K H -N H -A H 2.
Since, moreover, by the elevation of the fluid in QOS, whose weight is w, into the space OPR, and of its centre of gravity through ( ), the centre of gravity of mass of fluid of which it forms a part, and whose weight is W, is raised through the space AH3; it follows, by a well-known property of the centre of gravity of a system-^, that W .AH z-iv(gm-\-hn) ;
. represents it in regard to a rolling motion alone. 16. If a given quantity of work represented by U (0) be supposed to be done u the vessel, the angle Q through which it is thus made to roll may be determined by ) which formula may be considered an approximate measure of the stability of the vessel under all circumstances.
If, as in the case of the experiments of Messrs. F in c h a m and R a w s o n , the vessel be prismatic and the direction of the disturbance perpendicular to its axis, y = constant = a ,and sin .*. w z = a ws in 0, and
Mr. R a w so n has obligingly undertaken the verification of this formula by com paring it with his experiments on the cylindrical model. The following is the result:- 
18.
A rigid surface on which the vessel may he supposed to rest whilst in the act of pitching and rolling.
If we imagine the position of the centre of gravity of a vessel afloat to be continu ally changed by altering the positions of some of its contained weights without alter ing the weight of the whole, so as to cause the vessel to incline into an infinite num ber of different positions displacing, in each, the same volume of water, then will the different planes of flotation, corresponding to these different positions, envelope a curved surface, called the surface of the planes of flotation ( flotaisons), whose properties have been discussed at length by M. D u p i n in his excellent memoir, Sur la Stability des Corps Flottants, which forms part of his Applications de Geometrie*. So far as the properties of this surface concern the conditions of the vessel's equili brium, they have been exhausted in that memoir, but the following property, which has reference rather to the conditions of its dynamical stability than its equilibrium, is not stated by M. D u p in :-Jf we conceive the surface of the planes of flotation to become a rigid surface, and also the surface of the fluid to become a rigid plane without friction, so that the former surface may rest upon the latter and roll and slide upon the other parts of the vessel being imagined to be so fa r immaterial as not to interfere this motion, but not so as to take away their weight or to interfere with the application of the upward pressure of the fluid to them, then will the motion of the vessel, when resting by this curved surface upon this rigid but perfectly smooth horizontal plane, be the same as it was when, acted upon by the same forces, it rolled and pitched the fluid. In this general case of the motion of a body resting by a curved surface upon a horizontal plane, that motion may be, and generally will be, of a complicated cha-racter, including1 a sliding1 motion upon the plane, and simultaneous motions round two axes passing through the point of contact of the surface with the planes and cor responding with the rolling and pitching motion of a ship. It being however possible to determine these motions by the known laws of dynamics, when the form of the sur face of the planes of flotation is known, the complete solution of the question is in volved in the determination of the latter surface.
The following property*, proved by M. D u p i n in the memoir before referred to (p. 32), effects this determ ination:-" The intersection of any two planes of flotation, infinitely near to each other, passes through the centre of gravity of the area intercepted upon either of these planes by the external surface of the vessel."
If, therefore, any plane of flotation be taken, and the centre of gravity of the area here spoken of be determined with reference to that plane of flotation, then that point will be one in the curved surface in question, called the surface of the planes of flota tion, and by this means any number of such points may be found and the surface de termined.
19. The axis about which a vessel rolls may he determined, the direction in whic it is rolling being given.
If, after the vessel has been inclined through any angle, it be left to itself, the only forces acting upon it (the inertia of the fluid being neglected) will be its weight and the upward pressure of the fluid it displaces; the motion of its centre of gravity will therefore, by a well-known principle of mechanics, be wholly in the same vertical line.
Let H K ( fig. 6 ) represent this vertical line, PQ the surface of the fluid, and the surface of the planes of flotation. As the centre of gravity G traverses the vertical HK , this surface will partly roll and partly slide by its point of contact M on the plane PQ.
If we suppose, therefore, PRQ to be a section of the vessel through the point M, and perpendicular to the axis about which it is rolling, and if we draw a vertical line MO through the point M, and through G a horizontal line GO parallel to the plane PRQ, then the position of the axis will be determined by a line perpendicular to these, whose projection on the plane PRQ is O.
For since the motion of the point G is in the vertical line H K , the axis about which the body is revolving passes through GO, which is perpendicular to H K ; and since the point M of the vessel traverses the line PQ, the axis passes also through MO which is perpendicular to P Q ; and GO is drawn parallel to, and MO the plane PRQ, which, by supposition, is perpendicular to the axis, therefore the axis is per pendicular to GO and MO.
If H K be in the plane PRQ, which is the case whenever the motion is exclusively one of rolling or one of pitching, the point O is determined by the intersection of GO and MO.
20. The time of the rolling through a small angle of a vessel whose athwart sections are {inrespect to the parts subject to immersion and emersion) circular, and have their centres in the same longitudinal axis.
Let EDF ( fig. 3 or fig. 4 ) represent the midship section of such a vessel, in which section let the centre of gravity Gi be supposed to be situated, and let HK be the vertical line traversed by G! as the vessel rolls. Imagine it to have been inclined from its vertical position through a given angle and the forces which so inclined it then to have ceased to act upon it, so as to have allowed it to roll freely back again towards its position of equilibrium until it had attained the inclination OCD to the vertical, which suppose to be represented by 6.
Referring to equation 1., let it be observed that in this case 2w2= 0, so that the motion is determined by the condition   ........................................................................(20.) But the forces which have displaced it from the position in which it was, for an instant, at rest are its weight and the upward pressure of the w ater; and the work of these, U(^) -U(0), done between the inclinations & and when the vessel was in the act of receding from the vertical, was shown to be represented by (W ,Aj^W A) (vers Q-vers O jb y Art. 12 (adopting the same notation as in that article); theref the work, between the same inclinations, when the motion is in the opposite direc tion, is represented by the same expression with the sign changed;
.*. The sign ^ being taken according as the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid ascends or descends.
21.
The time of a vessel's rolling or pitching through a small , its form and dimensions being any whatever.
L et ED F (figs. 3 or 4) represent the midship section of such a vessel, supposed to be rolling about an axis whose projection is O ; and let C represent the centre of the circle of curvature of the surface of its planes of flotation (Art. 18.) at the point M where that surface is touched by the plane PQ, being above the load water-line AB in fig. 3 , and beneath it in fig. 4 . Let the radius of curvature CM be represented by §; then adopting the same notation as in the last article, and observing that the axis O about which the vessel is turning is perpendicular to ED F, we shall find its moment of inertia to be represented by where § is to be taken with the sign according as the surface of the planes of flota tion is above or below the load-water line, and H 2, according as the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid ascends or descends.
Since the value of sin2 \ 0Xi s exceedingly small, the oscillation chronous, and the period of each is nearly represented by the formula
The following method is given by M. D upin for determining the value of -" If the periphery of the plane of flotation be imagined to be loaded at every point with a weight represented by the tangent of the inclination of the sides of the vessel at that point to the vertical, then will the moments of inertia of that curve, so loaded, about its two principal axes, when divided by the area of the plane of flota tion, represent the radii of greatest and least curvature of the envelope of the planes of flotation." Experiments made by Messrs. F in c h a m and R a w s o n with the cylindrical model (Plate XLVII. fig. 2 ) to verify the formula 22, which represents the time of the rolling of a vessel of that form.
The following ingenious expedient for determining the time of the oscillations of a floating body was suggested by Mr. F in c h a m and found fully to answer the purpose.
The motion of the vessel, when floating in the tank, was limited to a rolling motion by means of upright guides (A, B, Plate X LIX .), receiving between them the extremi ties of a longitudinal axis fixed in the vessel so as nearly to pass through the centre of gravity. A frame, PKL, resting on two parallel rails, was made to traverse uni formly by means of clockwork, M, in the direction of this axis produced, that is, in the direction of the length of the model, and at right angles to the direction in which it rolled. This frame carried a cylindrical piece of wood, PL, having its axis in the direction of the motion of the frame, and its surface so curved that an arm, H I, fixed to the model parallel to its length and projecting beyond its extremity, should, as it 11 12 13 11
•~1 1 ' I T rolled, sweep parallel to the surface of the cylinder. A pencil was fixed at the extre mity of this arm and pressed lightly by a spring upon the surface of the cylinder, which was covered by a piece of paper. The frame which carried this cylinder ad vancing in the direction of its axis, and the vessel at the same time rolling so as to sweep the arm over its surface perpendicular to that direction, a zigzag line was, by the combination of the two motions, described, as represented in the diagram on the preceding page, of which each two consecutive loops mark the beginning and end of the same oscillation, and the distance AM between them, measured in the direction in which the frame moved, shows the space traversed by it in the time occupied by that oscillation. This space being known from the experiment, and the rate at which the frame travels uniformly being also known, the time occupied in the oscillation may be determined*.
At a certain point the amplitudes of the oscillations will be observed suddenly to increase. This is due to the return of the wave created by the vessel in the act of rolling and reflected by the sides of the tank'}-.
Before the times of oscillation could be calculated by the formula (22.) to compare them with those determined by experiment, it was necessary that the moment of inertia W^2 of the floating body should be ascertained. To ascertain it by calculation would have been a difficult task, involving in some respects an uncertain result ; it was sought therefore by experiment.
With this view a knife-edge was fixed at each extremity of the cylinder, so as accu rately to coincide with its axis prolonged. The vessel taken out of the water was then made to rest by means of these knife-edges on two hard steel plates, accurately adjusted to the same level, and in this position it was allowed to oscillate, the times of its oscillations being determined as before. It then became possible to determine the moment of inertia from the following well-known formulaTwo series of experiments were made, the model vessel being loaded in the one series so as to weigh 197*18 lbs. gross, and in the other so as to weigh 255*43 lbs. Having obtained from the above formula a mean value of k in respect to each of * The apparatus, and the method of experimenting with it, are more fully described in the Appendix. It will be observed that in the diagram the amplitudes of the successive oscillations are shown to have dimi nished, up to a certain point. This diminution was found in a great number of experiments to take place with remarkable uniformity. The uniform diminution of the amplitude of oscillation as the body comes to rest, is of course due to the absorption of the vis viva of the rolling body by the water wh friction of the water which adheres to it on the rest of the water, to the resistance of the air, and to the fric tion and abrasion of the parts of the rolling body itself in the act of rolling. Mr. R awson has made some experiments on this subject, the results of which he communicated to the British Association for the Advance ment of Science.
t The precision with which the instant of the return of this wave and its progress are indicated, seems to show this method of experimenting to be well-suited to determining the velocities of waves. 23. General considerations applicable to the stability of floating bodies. An exceedingly small pressure is sufficient to move a floating body from its posi tion of stable equilibrium. As the inclination becomes greater the pressure must be increased until it attains, in a given position, its maximum value. Now if instead of this variable and continually increasing pressure we conceive a constant one to have been applied, less than the maximum one spoken of above, but considerably greater than that necessary to produce the initial motion, it is not difficult to see that this lesser pressure, by reason of its continued action on the body, may be sufficient to carry it through the position in which it would have required the maximum pres sure to have held i t ; for in all the positions in which this pressure exceeded that necessary to move the body, the excess of its work over that of the resistance is ac cumulated under the form of vis v i v a , and in all those in whi pressure, the work thus accumulated comes to its aid, and carries the body forward*.
24.
To move a body from a given position into any other, it is not necessary that the work of the forces whence this change of position results should continue to be done upon it during the whole period of such change. They may be in the nature of pressures whose action ceases when they have communicated the necessary to continue the motion until the second position is attained, as in the case of the impact of one body on another, or of a gust of wind acting on a floating body, or of a blow of the sea.
In all these cases the excess of the work of the disturbing forces over that of the * As an illustration of this principle, let us take the analogous case of a cylindrical body ( fig. 7) -whose radius CD is represented by a-rolling on a horizontal plane, and to simplify the investigation let us suppose the force P, which causes it to roll, to be applied horizontally to the axis c. Let the weight of the cylinder be re presented by W , and suppose it to be so loaded that the distance of its centre of gravity from its axis may be C G (= c). Let the cylinder be made to roll through an angle (0) from the position in which it would rest, and in which CG is vertical. The work done upon it by P, whilst it thus rolls, is represented by Pafl, and the work opposed to its rolling by the weight of the cylinder, is We vers Q, PaQ-W c vers 0 is therefore the excess of the work of the forces whose tendency is in the direction of the motion over the work of those whose tendency is in the opposite direction. This excess represents one-half the viva, and in the extreme position into which the cylinder rolls and from which it begins to roll back, this vanishes, so that in this position P«0-Wc vers 5 = 0 .
If this position be the inverted position of the body 0=ir, and
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Now let us suppose that P, instead of being a constant pressure, had been made so to vary that in every position into which the body rolled it was only just sufficient to make it roll slowly out of that position. The maximum pressure P', applied under these circumstances, would have been that corresponding to the position in which CG is horizontal, and would have been represented by the formula whence it follows that P = -P '= -6 3 6 6 P '; It so that the pressure, which, being continually applied the same in amount, would be sufficient to overturn the body, is less than two-thirds of that which must be exerted in its position of maximum effort, the lesser but constant pressure accumulating in its previous position, an excess of work which is sufficient to carry the body through and far beyond that position in which it would have required the greater pressure to have held it.
resistances accumulates, so as to be represented at any time by half the viva of the body, and it is the work accumulated under this form and in this amount, which, when the operation of the disturbing forces is withdrawn, carries the body forwards.
25. If, in the case of an oscillatory motion, the force which causes that motion be intermittent, and if the periods of this intermission so coincide with those of the body's oscillation that the force is withdrawn when any oscillation in its direction is com pleted, and renewed when the next oscillation in that direction begins, it is evident that the vis viva created by it in all such successive oscillations will be accumulated, and the amplitudes of the oscillations rendered, in succession, greater than one an other, so that by the interm ittent action of a small force which so synchronizes with the oscillations of the body on which it is made to act, a great inclination of its posi tion from that of its equilibrium may eventually result*. This might for instance be produced, in respect to a floating body, by the action of gusts of wind or blows of the waves, repeated at stated intervals.
If the periods at which the interm ittent work is done upon the body, instead of synchronizing with the commencement of each oscillation and thus favouring the motion, had so occurred as to oppose it at stated intervals (which may or may not synchronize with the body's own oscillations), it is evident that a complicated motion dependent on these several conditions will result, in which the oscillations will be repeated in cycles. If, when the work of any disturbing force begins to be done upon a floating body, it be already acted upon by some other force, which has caused it to incline from the position in which it would otherwise rest through some given angle a, as in the case of a squall or a heavy sea striking a ship already inclined by the action of a steady wind upon her beam; representing by the additional inclination given to it by the action of the disturbing force, whose work, in giving it this inclination, is re presented by u(0), and representing the work done through this same angle 6 forces originally impressed, and still acting, upon it by U(0), we have The small additional angle through which the body is made to roll by the appli cation to it of a given small additional amount of work, SU(0)+ S m(0), varies therefore inversely as the sine of the inclination, and is greatest in the position nearest to the vertical position; or, in other words, the body sustains in an inclined position a less change of that position by the application of a given disturbing force than it does in a vertical position. It yields most readily to the action of any dis turbing force in its vertical position, and the further it is made to deviate from this position (within certain limits and under certain conditions), the more resolutely does it oppose any further deviation. This explains the liability of a ship to rolling when sailing before the wind, and her stiffness in the water when close hauled.
Conclusions aj cable to Ship-building.
27. To make an alteration in the angle through which a ship rolls, it is necessary to elevate or to depress her weights. In the former case she will roll through a greater, and in the latter through a less angle. It does not alter the amplitude of rolling to move the weights horizontally, but only the time of rolling, provided the trim of the ship remain unaltered ; for this does not alter the position of the centre of gravity of the ship or of the displaced fluid, and it is upon these that the stability of the ship depends (Art. 7 and equation 18.).
28. When a ship's motion is only a rolling motion, or about an axis parallel to her length, the position of that axis is, at any instant, determined by the intersection of a horizontal line through her centre of gravity, and a vertical line through the centre of gravity of her plane of flotation at that instant (Art. 19).
29. A ship should be so constructed that the centre of gravity of that plane of flotation, whose boundary is the load water-line, may be vertically above the centre of gravity of the ship. If this be not the case, the pressure of the additional water dis placed by any vertical oscillation of the ship, acting obviously at the centre of gravity of that plane and not in the same vertical with the centre of gravity of the ship, will cause, in addition to that vertical oscillation, a pitching or a rolling motion.
30. All the planes of flotation of the ship, when it is made to roll through small angles from its vertical position, should have their centres of gravity in the midship section (supposed to be that which contains the centre of gravity of the ship), and the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid should also always remain in this p lan e; for if that be not the case, it is obvious, from Art. 28, that the axis about which the vessel rolls cannot be parallel to its length, so that every rolling must be accompanied also by a pitching motion.
31. The angle through which a ship rolls under the action of a gust of wind, is essentially different from that at which it would be held inclined by the steady action of the same force of the wind, so that when the inclination which a given pressure would give to the ship, if applied to the centre of effort of the wind on the sails, is calculated (as is customary) by the formula known as that of A t w o o d , it is erro neous to conclude that the vessel, if subjected suddenly to that force of the wind, would incline only through that angle.
The experiments of Messrs. F in c h a m and R a w s o n , of which the results are stated in the Table, p. 615, show that it will roll through nearly double that angle, confirm ing, in this respect, the deductions of theory (Art. 2).
Neither can calculations, made by means of the theorem of A t w o o d , as to the re spective pressures which would hold different ships inclined at the same given angle, be considered as determining with certainty their relative stabilities in respect to rolling ; for the amplitude of each oscillation depends upon the stiffness of the vessel, not only in respect to that given inclination, but upon its stiffness at every other in clination which it must have passed through to reach that angle, and at every in clination which by reason of its acquired me? mtum it may pass through afterwards. The same observation is applicable to the effect of disturbances in the water-line and to blows of the waves.
32. All the causes which produce the rolling motion of a ship, whether they be gusts of wind, disturbances of the water-line, or blows of the waves, are measured in their effect upon it under the form of work (travail), so that according as a ship re quires a greater or a less amount of work to be done upon her to cause her to roll through a given angle, there is a greater or less probability that, when at sea, she will roll through so great an angle as that. The angle through which the ship will be made to roll under the action of a given amount of , is measured (Art. 7) by the product of her weight, by the difference or the sum of the vertical displacements of her centre of gravity, and the centre of gravity of her immersed part whilst she is in the act of rolling through that angle; the difference being taken or the sum accord ing as these centres of gravity both ascend, or as the one ascends and the other de scends ; or in other words, it is the work necessary to the vessel bodily the difference or the sum of these vertical displacements.
33. If therefore some existing vessel were fixed upon whose qualities in respect to rolling were well known, and if it were determined by calculation from this theorem what amount of work must be done upon that vessel to make it roll through some given angle; and this amount of work being so determined in respect to that existing ship, if, before all other ships of the same class were built, it were determined by a similar calculation, made from the drawings of those ships, whether a greater or a less amount of work would be necessary to make them roll through the same angle, then it would be known whether these ships would, under the like circumstances, roll more or less than that ship, and the forms proposed to be given the adopted or might be altered accordingly.
I conceive that by this means, if duly applied, great certainty might be given to the construction of ships in respect to rolling, and of course to pitching, for the same principles which apply to the one apply also to the other, with no other difference than in the direction in which the inclination is supposed to take place.
34. The force of the winds and waves, to the action of which a vessel is liable, may be supposed to vary as the surface she opposes to them, that is, to the area of her sails and the superficial dimensions of her hull. In vessels geometrically similar these vary as the squares of any of their similar linear dimensions, their lengths for instance. On the other hand, the weights of such vessels, supposed to be similarly loaded, varying as the cubes of their lengths ; and the depths of their centres of gravity, and of the centres of gravity of their immersed parts, varying as their lengths; their dynamical stabilities, with reference to a given inclination, vary as the fourth powers of their lengths. Since, then, in reference to vessels thus geometrically similar, the disturbing forces, to the action of which they are subject, vary as the squares of their lengths and their stabilities as the fourth powers, it follows that their actual steadi ness in the water will vary as the squares of their lengths, the greater vessel being more steady than the less in this proportion.
35. The expedients which I have pointed out for so designing a ship as to satisfy the conditions of easy rolling and pitching, suppose a knowledge of the exact position of the centre of gravity of the ship and of the centre of gravity of her displacement. The determination of these however is no new question; a knowledge of them has always been considered necessary to the skilful building of a ship, and the methods given for that purpose in books on ship-building are sufficiently accurate for the pur pose, if the data are to be relied upon ; and if not, nothing is required but the labour to determine these data. formed by all these circular sections, does not in the act of rolling rise.
If it be not practicable to give to the vessel, throughout its whole length, a form subject to these conditions, this is practicable with regard to the midship section, which is the governing section.
37. Of vessels having this general form, those are, the most stable in which the circular area, when completed, includes entirely the corresponding sec tion of the ship (as shown in fig. 4 ), because, in respect to these ships, the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid descends as the ship rolls (Art. 13.); and when this is the case, the work necessary to incline the ship through any given angle (which measures its dynamical stability), is equal to that necessary to raise it bodily through a height equal to the sum of the vertical displacements which its centre of gravity, and the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid, suffer in that inclination, whilst in the opposite case, represented in fig. 3 , it is equal to the work necessary to raise it through the difference of those heights*.
Of the class of vessels represented in fig. 4 , the stability of those is the greatest, other things being the same, in respect to which the space STD between the circum ference of the circular area and the hull of the vessel is the greatest.
38. It is not necessary to these results, taken in a general sense, that the sections of the vessels should be accurately circular as to their parts subject to immersion and emersion. If on the midship section of a ship a circle can be described, having its centre in the vertical axis of the section so as nearly to coincide with the parts of the periphery subject to immersion and emersion, then the ship may be distinguished as to whether it belongs to the class in which the centre of gravity of the immersion ascends or descends, by observing whether this circular area is wholly or only partly included within the section. The midship sections of H er Majesty's ships Vanguard, Bellerophon and Canopus present illustrations of this principle. They are represented in figs. 8, 9 , 10. It will be observed, that if a circular area be struck on each section according to the conditions stated above, that area will in the Bellerophon and Canopus entirely include the corresponding sections of the hulls of the two ships, a wider space intervening between the two areas in the Canopus than the Bellerophon. Other things being the same, the former ought therefore to be the more stable ship. In the Vanguard the circular section does not wholly include that of the hull. This should therefore be the least stable ship of the three. These conclusions are, I be lieve, in accordance with the known qualities of the ships. If there be any ship whose midship section resembles that represented in fig. 3 , the centre of gravity of its dis placement will ascend in the act of rolling, and, cceteris paribus, it cannot but be an unstable ship. In all these comparisons it has been supposed that the ships do not otherwise differ as it regards their stability, than in their approximation to the typical forms represented in figs. 3 and 4. It has been supposed therefore (see equation 17) that the depths of their centres of gravity and of the centres of gravity of the fluid they displace in a vertical position are the same, and that the moments of inertia of their planes of flota tion are equal. This cannot be the case; and it is impossible to know to what extent this error in the hypothesis may in any particular case affect the measure of the dyna mical stability, except by calculating it by formula 17. The problem is far too com plicated to render the application of any general principle-except with this precau tion-safe. It is not-in this respect as in others-more practicable to dispense with the resources of mathematical reasoning and of calculation, in building the ship, than, after she is built, in sailing her.
39. It is a deduction of theory (equation 24.), and is confirmed by experiment, that, within the ordinary limits of rolling, the of a vessel's rolling is independent of the angle through which it rolls, being dependent only upon the form of the vessel, its weight, the position of its centre of gravity, and its moment of inertia about an axis passing through that point (see equation 24); so that every different vessel, when loaded in a given manner, has a time of rolling proper and peculiar to it, and which may be said to characterize it. And the same is true of the time of pitching.
40. This time of the oscillations of the ship may have such a relation to the times of oscillation of the waves* as to cause the blows of the sea to be received by the ship at those instants when they will produce the greatest effect on the amplitude of her oscillations (Art. 25.), and thus a little sea may, under certain circumstances, produce very heavy rolling.
If there be not this relation between successive oscillations of the ship and of the waves, then there will be, during a certain number of oscillations, an antagonism of the two, until the times of the one class of oscillations have so gained upon those of the other as to bring about an interference. The vessel will then probably be com paratively at rest. Then will follow a series of oscillations of the waves and the ship, which will in various degrees concur to produce heavy rolling, until it reaches a maxi mum, when the same cycle of changes will be gone through again'}-.
41. The straining of the ship in the act of rolling, is dependent upon the time of its oscillations. This straining takes place in every part of it, but more parti cularly (by reason of their elasticity) in the masts. When the rolling begins, the higher parts of the masts, by reason of their inertia, remain behind the lower por tions, and the masts bend ; as the rolling proceeds they receive an independent motion * If the ship be under sail, the rate at which she sails and the distances of the waves from one another, mea sured in the direction in which she sails, are also among the conditions on which her rolling depends. t This cyclical antagonism and concurrence of the independent oscillations of the waves and the ship will interfere, to a certain extent, with the tautochronism of the ship's oscillations. from their elasticity, influenced, besides this cause, by their weight and length, and this motion assumes the form of an independent oscillation, affecting more or less the oscillatory motion of the vessel itself.
If, at the instant when the ship would otherwise begin to roll back, the elasticity of its masts is in the act of carrying them forwards, there will be a violent strain of the ship, which would not take place in a ship so constructed or so loaded as to create that synchronism of the independent oscillations of the vessel and its masts, which is implied in the fact that she does not strain herself in rolling.
42. The properties of different ships with regard to the strain they suffer in rolling, and whether, in respect to the seas which are of most frequent occurrence, they roll easily or heavily, are probably well known, so that it would be possible to fix upon some ship of each class which might in this respect serve as a standard with which other ships of that class might be compared. The time of oscillation proper and peculiar to this ship might also be ascertained by experiment. It would then become possible to build and load all other ships of that class so as to oscillate in the same time as that ship, and thereby ensure, supposing them to be masted in the same way, very nearly the same qualities in regard to the strain they suffer in rolling.
The form of the ship so constructed need not however in any respect resemble that of the standard ship ; all that is required is, that-in respect to the dimensions of its parts and the distribution of its weights when loaded-it should satisfy the condi tions implied in assigning a given value to £(0,) in equation 24. In all other re spects full latitude is allowed to the builder*.
43. I have shown (Art. 19.) that the axis about which the ship may at any instant be conceived to roll is perpendicular to two straight lines, one of which is drawn horizontally from the vessel's centre of gravity parallel to the direction in which it is rolling, and the other vertically through the centre of gravity of its plane of flotation at that instant.
Its vis viva, when rolling or pitching, is therefore greater as its weights are placed at a greater distance from this axis, and less as they are nearer to it.
Whence it follows as a general principle (equation 24.) , that the ship is made to roll more slowly by moving its weights to a gieater distance from this axis, as when the yards are run u p ; and more quickly by bringing them nearer to it, as when the guns are run back in a heavy sea to diminish the strain on the ship's timbers.
44. The form under which I I 2 enters equation 24, shows that the greater the depth of the centre of gravity of the ship's displacement the more slowly (other things being the same) will she roll, provided that she be a ship of that class of which fig. 3 is the type, in which this quantity ( i . e. the depth of the centre of gravity of the dis placement) diminishes as the vessel ro lls; but that if, on the contrary, she belongs to * Taking a ship, whose form may indeed (within certain assignable limits) be any whatever, it is in his power, guided by that equation, so to load it as that it shall oscillate in the same time with any other ship whose form may be in all respects different. the class of which fig. 4 is the type, the centre of gravity of whose displacement descends in the act of rolling, she will roll the faster as this centre of gravity is seated deeper in her hull.
45. It may be received as a general rule that (other things being the same) vessels of the class fig. 4 roll more quickly than those of the class fig. 3 , but do not roll so far. So that unless some special provision be made for that end, stability in rolling may not, and will not probably be obtained except at the expense of quick rolling.
46. The form under which A enters equation 24, shows that breadth of beam is not of itself conducive to slow rolling, and that it can only tend to it indirectly, by carrying the ship's weights further from the axis about which it rolls, and thereby augmenting the quantity k, which represents in the formula the mo the ship, and is the ruling element of the time. The form under which W) enters the equation shows heavy loading to be conducive to slow rolling.
47-It would be unsafe however to be guided in the construction of a ship by any one of these considerations taken separately from the rest, for there is scarcely any element of the discussion which can be changed without bringing about a change in an opposite direction in some other.
What will be the total result of any proposed change, and by what means the whole object sought by it is to be accomplished, can only be determined by that complete mathematical discussion of the question in all its elements, the principles of which it has been the object of this paper to develope, and which the formulae contained in it afford a means of applying. Experiments necessary to verify the formula 6, U (^)=W (A H 1-A H 2), which represents the work done in deflecting a floating body through an angle such that the height through which the centre of gravity of the floating body is raised shall be A H X; and the height through which the centre of gravity of dis placement is raised, shall be AH2. For this purpose two models were made, such that their sections were uniform throughout the whole length of the model: the section of one was a triangle, and of the other a circle (see figs. 1, 2) .
If the reader will refer to Art. 10 for a general description of the apparatus, the following explanation of the drawing fig. 1 will be sufficient to show how the experi-ments have been conducted. It represents a section of the m odel; TK is the yard by means of which the deflecting weight hanging at Q, deflects the model from the upright, position. AC is water-line in the upright position, and BD that in the ex treme position into which it ro lls; E F that in the position in which it finally rests.
In the first place, the model is adjusted by means of moveable weights, until the water-line AC is parallel to the upper side, LN, of the m odel; and then a string, SK, is fixed at S and K, so that when the deflecting wT eight is placed at Q no effect is pro duced by the deflecting weight on the model until the string SK is cut (RS is a fixed beam independent of the model).
When the string SK is cut there is an extreme deflection where the water-line be comes BD, and a permanent deflection where the water-line becomes EF.
These lines are determined in the following m anner: PX is a thin graduated scale, fixed at P at right angles to the arm of the lever TK, and having a strip of prepared paper fixed upon its surface, which shows distinctly, by the depth to which it is wetted when the vessel rolls, a point in the extreme position of the water-line. Two other points in this position of the water-line are determined by means of scales similarly applied to L and N.
When any two of these three points are observed, a section of the model being drawn of the half-size on a drawing-board, we could set off upon it the distances P hi, N n,and thus draw in the water-line BD. There is no occasion to use prepared paper to show the water-lines, excepting in the ultimate deflection.
The paper which we used, and which answered the purpose admirably, was nothing more than common writing-paper rubbed over with a little colouring, in order to take off from the surface of the paper any oily m atter which might prevent the water's making a distinct mark upon i t . . This means was adopted as the best means, after several other expedients had been tried with partial success.
The centre of gravity G was determined by observing the permanent water-line E F in a number of deflections by means of various deflecting weights. The position of this water-line, for any given deflecting weight, being set out on the drawing, we were enabled, knowing the weight of the vessel, to determine the position of the centre of gravity, by well-known principles of statics, with no other aid than that of the scale and compasses. Suffice it to say, that great care was taken to get this point.
The points II and h ,which are the centres of gravity of the part immer vertical position of the vessel and in the position into which it rolls, were determined from the known property of the centre of gravity of a triangle in fig. 1 , and from the common formula for determining the centre of gravity of the segment of circle in fig. 2 .
The drawings were made to half size from the following Table, which was filled up during the time the experiments were in operation: this circumstance enabled us obtain all the data required for our computations with extreme exactness.
In the triangular model, Experiment 1, the following dimensions were measured in inches:-G a= l*75, Gb =1*05, Ha=2*7 he =2*24, Q m = 15*2, Qo =3*9 .*. by experiment U(0) = j ----------f X '5485 = *5165.
The computations on both these models, made in accordance with formula 6, agree with the experiments.
All the experiments show what we conceive to be important, that the same mo ment of force which is necessary to maintain a vessel in a position 6 at rest, will deflect the vessel through nearly twice 0 when made to act upon a vessel which is not deflected. Atwood's statistical stability therefore appears to us to be of little use, so far as the rolling of the vessel is concerned.
Experiments on the Time of Oscillation.
To find the moment of inertia of a cylindrical model, whose radius is 13*5 inches, weight 197*18 lbs. avoirdupois, round an axis passing through the axis of the cylinder.
ABC is a vertical section of the cylinder passing through its centre of gravity G.
It is required to find the moment of inertia of the cylin drical model, about an axis passing through O, the centre of the cylinder at right angles to the section ABC.
For this purpose the model was made to oscillate out of the water, upon knife-edges passing through O and parallel to the sides of the cylinder. Several experiments were carefully made, and the times of oscillations were observed through the amplitude of 5°, 7^° and 10°. The appa ratus by means of which the times were observed, enables us to measure the times of oscillation to an exactness of *013 of a second, or in round numbers to the onehundredth part of a second of time. For very small angles of amplitude f{&) is very small, and may be entirely neglected, showing that for small angles the oscillations are independent of the angles. The value of tf + h 2 was in the first place calculated in respect to one o quantities T 15 T2, &c., then in respect to t w o, and so on, four values being then taken in respect to each experiment, a final mean was taken in regard to all the experiments. The data and the results are stated in the follow ing Table as it regards the value of \/K 1Jrh*3 and the rest The times of oscillation, as calculated by formula (22.) and as determined by experi ment, are stated in the second Table on 
